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In the pursuit of staying on top of the game in 2016,
leading eyewear brand Wiley X has revealed five new models into
its range that are bound to pique the interest of your customers.

WX BOSS (CCBOS04)
A new addition to the Wiley X Climate Control series,
the Boss is a frame built for protection and comfort
for the user. It features a bigger lens cut for even more
coverage that is available with several lens colour options
including Flash Grey, Clear and Amber Venice Gold Mirror.

WX ECHO (CCECH07)
American readers may already be familiar with the WX
Echo, which has been available in the country since 2015.
However, for 2016, the product will now be stocked by
the European headquarters of the company in Denmark.
Again featuring Climate Control and the patented Facial
Cavity Seal, the frames offer protection like no other.
These glasses also bring a little extra style to the party
with frame colours including Layered Tortoise (shown),
Gloss Black and Smoke Steel Blue.

WX OMEGA (ACOME07)
Omega is another new frame style launched by Wiley
X for this year. With a sleek and simple look and a
wraparound style, this frame will protect your eyes from
debris and peripheral light, allowing you to take full
advantage of the Filter 8™ polarised lenses.
Perfect for anglers, this frame is designed to be
lightweight and comfortable to wear for long periods at
a time.

WX REBEL (ACREB07)
The Rebel is a popular frame among anglers in the Wiley
X range and looks set to become even more popular with
the addition of this new version, featuring a Realtree Xtra
camou frame. Camou is a well-known draw for anglers,
not just for its practical properties but also for its fashion
prowess.

WX HUDSON (ACHUD05)
Named after one of America’s most-famous rivers, the
Wiley X Hudson is one of the more casual styles of
frames that the company produces. The frames would
not look out of place around town or in a casual situation
but still offer the incredible polarising technology and
eye protection that Wiley X is famous for. The frames are
available in gloss or matt black and lens options include
grey and green Plat Flash.
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